Authors Celebration

October 3 4:30 to 6:00 p.m.
Ojibwe Ballroom, Davies Center
Hors d’oeuvres and drinks served
Brief remarks at 5 p.m. by:

Jill Olm, Art and Design, & James Schmidt, Chancellor

Amidst the many demands on university faculty and staff time, it takes hard work and self-discipline to bring scholarly work to the level of publication, performance, or show.

This event celebrates the publishing accomplishments of all university staff by highlighting representative successes.

Please join the highlighted authors for conversation and celebration.

David Lewis, Chemistry, Excellence in Scholarship Awardee

Matthew Fish and William Miller, Accounting and Finance
Gretchen Peters, American Indian Studies and Music and Theatre Arts
Jill Olm, Art and Design
Wilson Taylor, Biology
Sudeep Bhattacharyay and Sanchita Hati, Chemistry
Abby Hemmerich, Communication Sciences and Disorders
Martha Fay and Jan Larson, Communication and Journalism
Ryan Hardt, Computer Science
Yan Li and Maria DaCosta, Economics
Jerry Worley, Education Studies
José Alvergue, English
Christina Berchini, English
Bob Nowlan, English
Christina Hupy, Joseph Hupy, Ryan Weichelt, and Cyril Wilson, Geography and Anthropology
Robert Lodge, Geology
James Oberly and Robert Gough, History
Reiko Shinno, History

Jean Pratt, Information Systems
Jeffrey Janot, Kinesiology
Analisa DeGrave, Languages
Kaishan Kong, Languages
Robin Miller and Kate Hinnant, Library
Gabi Eissa, Management and Marketing
Matthew Jewell, Materials Science
Mohammad Aziz, Mathematics
Marie-Claire Koissi, Mathematics
Gary Don, Music and Theatre Arts
Chiayu Hsu, Music and Theatre Arts
Debra Hofmann, Nursing
Charlotte Sortedahl, Nursing
Sean McAleer, Philosophy and Religious Studies
Jason Spraitz, Political Science
Melissa Coolong-Chaffin, Psychology
Jeremy Miner, Research and Sponsored Programs
Leah Olson-McBride, Holly Hassemer, and Jerry Hoepner, Social Work
Laura Suppes, Watershed Institute
Stephanie Farrar, Women’s Studies and English

Sponsored by ORSP, McIntyre Library, Academic Affairs, ITS and Foster Gallery